The aim of this work was to quantitate differences in image quality between two GE CT scanner models -the LightSpeed VCT ("VCT") and Discovery HD750
spatial frequencies, and ability to resolve features with similar attenuation are standard deviation, noise power spectrum, 2, 3 and low contrast detectability, respectively.
It is important for patient CT images that are provided to the radiologist for interpretation to be of adequate and consistent image quality when the images are from different scanner manufacturers and models and different scanners of the same manufacturer/model within the institution. Previous studies, for example, have aimed to compare image quality resulting from: differing reconstruction kernels 4 and Tube Current Modulation 5, 6 across scanner manufacturers{Solomon, 2012 #1114}, and differing reconstruction algorithms. 7 For this study, we aimed to compare noise characteristics between two General Electric (GE) CT scanner models at our institution.
The investigation of the two GE CT scanner models in this study -the Discovery HD750 ("HD") and LightSpeed VCT ("VCT") -stemmed from feedback from the abdominal imaging radiologists at our institution. In particular, it was brought to the physicists' attention that some abdomen exams were "noisy" and "grainy", leading to decreased confidence in identifying potential low contrast features within the liver. Qualitative feedback from radiologists determined that the image quality of exams scanned with the HD were inferior to similar exams performed on the VCT. This work attempts to quantitate any substantial differences in performance between the two scanner models with respect to image noise and low contrast detectability.
| ME TH ODS
Image quality differences between the two CT scanner models were quantitated using two phantoms: (a) a manufacturer-provided QC phantom containing a uniform water section was used to measure noise magnitude, noise power, and low contrast detectability (LCD) (Section 2.B), and (b) an anthropomorphic phantom was used to measure noise magnitude and low contrast detectability in a more clinically appropriate setting (Section 2.C).
2.A | Radiation output and beam quality
All metrics used for comparing the HD and VCT scanner are noiserelated, and thus radiation output and beam quality for each scanner was obtained before beginning the phantom scanning. Data from annual testing measurements closest in time to the phantom scans were used for radiation output (in mR/mAs) and data from scanner acceptance testing were used for beam quality (half-value layer, or HVL, in mm Al). All output and beam quality measurements were made using the small bow-tie filter and at 120 kVp. Radiation output was measured with a 100 mm pencil ion chamber in the center of a 16 cm diameter CTDI phantom for all scanners. HVL was measured using a 6 cc ion chamber and 1 mm Al sheets. This allows the ruling out of noise differences between the scanners related to output or beam quality.
2.B | GE QC phantom (water section)
A manufacturer-provided QC phantom was used for assessing noise magnitude, noise power and low contrast detectability. The cylindrical phantom is 21.5 cm in diameter and 19 cm long, and contains both a uniform water section and an acrylic image quality insert. For this work, only slices from the uniform water section were analyzed.
2.B.1 | Standard deviation
Images acquired during routine daily quality control scans from a fleet of ten CT scanners currently in clinical use were investigatedfive HD and five VCT models. The phantom was placed in a suspended holder attached to the patient table and scanned daily using both a GE helical QC scan protocol and an in-house developed protocols (Table 1) . A total of 500 scans were analyzed for each scanner with each protocol, corresponding to 3 yrs of acquisitions and a total of 10 000 individual images. All acquisitions were reconstructed using the Standard filtered back-projection algorithm.
For each image to be analyzed, a binary mask was created and defined as any pixel value <200 HU, corresponding to water within the phantom or the acrylic outer casing. The center of the phantom was then defined as the centroid of this phantom mask. Next, a large 256 pixel 9 256 pixel ROI was defined about the phantom center and subsequently divided into three 50 pixel 9 50 pixel smaller ROIs. The smaller ROIs were in the center, 12:00 position, and 3:00 position of the larger ROI (Fig. 1) .
Standard deviation about the mean water CT number was calculated for each small ROI, and noise magnitude was defined as the average of these three values.
2.B.2 | Noise power spectra
Noise power spectrum (NPS) was calculated from the signal, I(x,y),
within the large 256 9 256 ROI, according to the equation, T A B L E 1 Two scan protocols were used for the water phantom study, an in-house protocol and a manufacturer-recommended daily QC protocol. Both protocols were helical acquisitions, with pitch factor being the most significant difference. The phantom was scanned every weekday with both protocols on each scanner over a period of 3 yrs. 
Protocol
Where Dx = Dy is the pixel size (0.49 mm), N x N y = 256 2 is total number of pixels within the ROI, F {} denotes the 2-D Fast Fourier
Transform, (u,v) are spatial frequencies in mm
À1
, and DC is a detrending term to mitigate DC noise. The DC term for both protocols was a 2 nd order polynomial fit of I(x,y). For ease of display and comparison, 2D NPS were then radially sampled at 15 angles and averaged to obtain mean 1D NPS.
2.B.3 | Low contrast detectability
In addition to noise magnitude and power spectra, a low contrast detectability (LCD) score was measured by performing additional scans of the water phantom on eight GE scanners -four HD and four VCT. Helical scans were acquired with both 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm slice thicknesses. Scan parameters are listed in Table 2 .
The built-in LCD performance tool 8 confidence. Because the output is contrast, smaller number corresponds to better performance.
Lesion diameters chosen for this study were 5 mm, 3 mm, and 1 mm. The same images were analyzed with the built-in tool as well as custom built MATLAB implementation of the same algorithm for comparison. Benchmarking the custom algorithm was necessary to accurately apply the same LCD tool to phantom images, which will be described in the next section.
2.C | Kagaku anthropomorphic phantom
To better understand noise properties of the two scanner models in a more clinical scenario, an anthropomorphic CT Abdomen phantom (Kyoto Kagaku Co., Japan) was scanned on eight units -four HD and four VCT. The phantom was scanned with the same protocols as listed in Table 2 . Three ROIs within a middle-abdomen axial slice were chosen for investigation corresponding to liver, stomach, and spleen, as seen in Fig. 2 .
Within each ROI and for each scan, both noise magnitude (standard deviation of CT#) and LCD value were computed. For LCD, a VCT scanners (8.5%). Figure 3 shows the distribution of water CT number standard deviations for all HD and all VCT scanners for each protocol. Each distribution is overlaid with a Gaussian fit. Table 3 shows a summary of the same data with the range of standard deviations and 95% confidence intervals corresponding to AE 2SD from the mean.
Noise values were higher for HD scanners compared to VCT scanners on a scanner-by-scanner basis as well. Figure 4 shows each scanners performance normalized to the global mean water CT number standard deviation.
3.B.2 | Noise power spectra
Noise power spectra were grouped and averaged by scanner model and are shown in Fig. 5 .
Although the NPS magnitudes were increased in scans performed by HD scanners, the general shape, and thus noise texture, was similar between the scanner models. Peak noise frequency varied between 2.9 and 3.0 cycles/cm for both scanner models and protocols, and mean frequency varied between 3.3 and 3.4 cycles/ cm. Results are summarized in Table 4 .
3.B.3 | Low contrast detectability
Low contrast detectability scores were calculated using the built-in GE software for scans at 2 slice thicknesses, 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm. In every case, the CT number contrast necessary for 95% confidence in detection of a 5 mm, 3 mm, and 1 mm lesion was greater for HD scanners than VCT scanners, corresponding to poorer LCD performance for the HD scanners. Figure 6 shows the performance for each scanner for the three object sizes and for both protocols. All LCD values are normalized to the mean value for the eight scanners for each object size and slice thickness. 
3.C | Kagaku anthropomorphic phantom
Regions of interest were drawn in the liver, spleen, and stomach showed a general trend of increased noise from HD scanners T A B L E 5 Summary of LCD value differences between the two scanner models. VCT outperformed HD scanner models in a statistically significant manner for all object sizes and both protocols, except 5 mm objects in 2.5 mm images. | 167 compared to VCT scanners. These differences, however, were only statistically significant in two of six imaging scenarios at the P = 0.5 level according to a two-tailed t-test. Figure 7 shows individual scanner results, as well as mean results for all HD and all VCT models (four scanners each). Results are tabulated in Table 6 .
Mean LCD value for each scanner model was better with VCT scanner models for all ROI locations, object sizes, and slice thicknesses. Figure 8 shows LCD results, normalized to the mean LCD value for all scanners for each object size and ROI location. Table 7 shows the mean requisite contrast difference between the scanner models in ΔHU, which is the difference in requisite contrast for detecting an object within the anatomical ROI.
| DISCUSSION
Our results show that the LightSpeed VCT CT scanner outperforms the Discovery HD750 with respect to noise, noise power, and low contrast detectability. Radiation output differences between the two scanner models do not explain this discrepancy; our results show water CT-number standard deviation differences of 8.5% between scanner models, anatomical ROI CT-number standard differences of 13.1% between models, and mean LCD value differences of 8.7% in water and anthropomorphic phantom studies, while there are no significant differences in radiation output in mR/mAs and beam quality in mm Al HVL. utilizing Tube-Current-Modulation (TCM). This is the first study to report the differences with respect to image noise and low contrast detectability. It demonstrates that to achieve the goal of uniform CT image quality in an institution with many different scanner makes and models, a simple matching of protocols is not sufficient, even for CT scanners from the same manufacturer. The results of this study provide useful information in helping clinical CT protocol design.
| CONCLUSION
The results of this study show that with identical scan acquisition parameters, the LightSpeed VCT produces images with lower noise and better low contrast detectability than the Discovery HD750.
Our results are in agreement with radiologist feedback and may necessitate a closer look at our body CT protocols among different scanner models at our institution.
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R E F E R E N C E S
T A B L E 7 Difference in LCD value between scanner models for each object size, ROI placement, and slice thickness. LCD differences are listed in ΔHU, or the difference in contrast required to detect an object of a particular size within the anatomical ROI. 
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